words of Professor Woodroofe, when we were conversing in Tokyo, Hirohito was a bom naturalist who had to be the emperor.
In the course of this memoir about one who was both botanist and zoologist, I have kept two questions in mind. What led the young Prince to biology and what was the scientific outcome? Perhaps, the nearest answers have already appeared in the charming reminiscences of Kanroji (1975) , written at the age of 96 years after he had served the Imperial Court for 70 years. With Japanese text and splendid illustration, there are the book of the National Science Museum, Tokyo (Anonymous 1988) and those of the Asahi Publishing Company (Anonymous 1989a; Senzo 1989 ).
UPBRINGING
Prince Michi Hirohito was bom in the Togu Palace or, as it is now known, the Akasaka Palace in Tokyo. He was the first child of Crown Prince Yoshihito, who became Emperor Taisho (reigned 1912-1926) , and grandson of the Meiji Emperor Mutsuhito (reigned 1868-1912) who had brought to an end the Tokugawa shogunates and established the modernization of Japan. When little more than two months old, Hirohito was transferred to the masculine household of the admiral Count Sumiyoshi Kawamura, according to the custom of the nobility to place their offspring in safe seclusion -a custom which Hirohito discontinued. Three years later, on the death of the Count, he was restored to the Palace. His formal education began in 1908, at the age of seven, when he entered the elementary course at the Peers' School Gakushuin. His mentor was Viscount Masanao Tsuchiya who had been his father's classmate. In 1912 on the death of the Meiji Emperor and the accession of Emperor Taisho, he became Crown Prince. In 1914 he graduated from Gakushuin and, for the next five years, his education was continued at the 'Learning Institute', or Gogakumonjo, established for the purpose at the Akasaka Palace and discontinued on the completion of his studies. Its president was Admiral of the Fleet Heihachiro Togo. In the final yearhe became engaged to Princess Nagako, eldest daughter of Prince Kuniyoshi Kuni, and her education had been at the 'Girls Section' of Gakushuin.
The spirit of this education seems to have been disciplinary according to imperial custom, military and naval conduct, and formal lessons in history, languages, literature and art. It is said that he was slow at learning, in many ways clumsy, timid, averse from organized sport, and denied much contact with boys of his own age. Nevertheless, an independence had begun and he had found delight in Aesop's Fables. Kanroji thinks that short sight may have accounted for these difficulties; it was detected late and spectacles, considered unbecoming to the throne, were fitted surreptitiously. He thinks, also, that Viscount Tsuchiya's undoubted interest in natural history, though his main subject was literature, may have encouraged the ambition for independence that was forming in the young prince's mind. His leader, however, was the teacher of biology at Gakushuin, Dr Hirotaro Hattori -and here I must note that Kanroji, and others who have followed him, refer mistakenly to Kotaro I lattori. This was the break from orthodoxy which has befallen many a naturalist, to discover the complexity of the countryside, the thrill of analysing it, and the joy at returning with reassurance; it possessed Hirohito for the remainder of his life. He is reported to have said towards the close that his biology began with the proverb 'The child is father of the man' (The Yomiuri 1989) .
In 1921 there came what used to be called the 'finishing off'. To fit the young Crown Prince as a future ruler of modem Japan, it was decided that he should visit Europe to learn Western ways. The idea raised opposition because, hitherto, no member of the Imperial Family had travelled abroad. Nevertheless, the battleship Katori, on which he voyaged, slipped away, and there began the realization of character as freedom dawned on the high seas. He could stroll and talk without supervision. He leamt the ways and the dress of the West. He shopped with money, as never before. Above all, he was self-composed. His happiest days, as he remarked long after, were in England. At Buckingham Palace he entered for the first time into a homely life and leamt to enjoy informal breakfast with bacon and eggs. For Kanroji, however, those days were really at the seat of the Duke of Atholl in Scotland where he saw in effect what Ieyasu Tokugawa had enjoined long ago 'Help the people!'. Hirohito's attire became western, except for ceremonial occasion, and the plight of the people was ever foremost in his administration. As an incident in this journey, to herald his arrival in Belgium, a brand of Egyptian cigarettes was named 'Prince Hirohito' and sold in packets of 20 as 'tabac d 'Orient garanti', with a picture of the head and shoulders of the Prince in naval uniform (Kanehisa 1987) ; an empty packet lies in the Biological Laboratory of the Imperial Household. This year 1921 saw the declining health of Emperor Taisho and, in November, Hirohito was proclaimed Prince Regent.
On 26 November 1924 the Prince Regent was married to Princess Nagako. The month before, on a state drive to the Diet, there had been an attempt at assassination. Discontent was rife concerning the rebuilding of Tokyo and Yokohama after the Great Kanto E a rth q u a k e in 1923. A young man with a revolver sprang from the crowd, fired at the royal carriage, and missed (Mosley 1966) . The drive continued and, as Kanroji emphasizes, composure was the public character of Hirohito. On the death of Emperor Taisho, 25 December 1926, Hirohito was proclaimed Emperor. The coronation took place on 10 November 1928 (Fleisher 1928) . There began the reign of Showa, as 124th in the annals of Japan, meaning that 'auspicious peace' which finally prevailed.
I note that events in the life of Hirohito are listed chronologically in various data-books (Hane 1983; Matsuzaki & Ono 1988) .
TH E YOUNG BIOLOGIST
When the late Emperor received me at the Biological Laboratory in 1983,1 asked how he came to be fascinated with biology. It was at the age of 12 when he began to study the wild flowers of Shiobara. His first mounted specimens date from 1913 and are preserved in the museum of the Laboratory, namely Angelica pubescens Maxim., Patrinia scabiosoides Fischer, P. villosa (Thunb.) Jussieu and Persicaria nodosa (Pers.) Opiz, but it seems that he and his brother Prince Chichibu were already collecting and identifying insects two years earlier. In 1913 he was shown a very large and elegant collection of shells belonging to Yoichiro Hirase of Kyoto. He had been so much impressed that he started his own collection which eventually grew to an immense size (14). The variety and beauty of the display must have appealed to his orderly mind and fanned his ambition to learn more. Without scientific names, however, there is no precision and, while there is an astonishing abundance of Japanese names for all sorts of living things from worm, fungus and weed upwards in the scale of life, the young Hirohito required the scientific, perhaps at the insistence of Hattori. He set about collecting, preserving and identifying until he required his own herbarium and museum. The inclination may be much greater in the Far East where many wild animals and plants enter the common dietary and pharmacy, such as seaweeds, jellyfish, grubs, roots and flowers, which the West has discarded, but there is no evidence that this aspect really concerned the young Prince. Sympathy with all nature seems to have been the motive, as it pervaded his poems, even his commands.
On that occasion I enquired, also, if the Emperor might have inherited his love of wild things from his mother, for I have observed this to be the case not a few times. After consultation with the Grand Chamberlain and the Master of Ceremonies, who were present, it was concluded that he had not. Yet, there is some evidence that his father was interested in biology and, certainly, his brother Prince Chichibu was. Kakehi (1987) relates how their mother, Empress Teimei, endeavoured to teach Hirohito about wild edible plants, when she knew of his growing devotion to natural history. Guidance, however, lay elsewhere.
At Gakushuin Hattori found a ready pupil and introduced Hirohito to the microscope. It became a favourite instrument and he used it in modem design, until a year or so before his death. Hattori and Hirohito made collecting excursions and master and pupil, then adviser and Crown Prince, and finally director and Emperor became firm companions. A story is that the concourse of attendants on these outings, presumably for sake of security, annoyed the young prince, whereon Hattori suggested that they should take up marine biology; in a small boat they would escape invigilation. So began the exploration of Sagami Bay in the southeast comer of Honshu where the Imperial Villa at Hayama is situated. Pearl divers were engaged and from them Hirohito learnt underwater swimming, at which he became proficient. Hattori, perceiving in Hirohito a research worker, advised him to specialize in two subjects, one on land and the other at sea, such as were not receiving enough attention from Japanese biologists and would be an open field for the future emperor; they were the slime-moulds (Myxomycetes) and the Hydrozoa. The elegant little fructifications of the first produced the first book issued from the Biological Laboratory (24)* and the Hydrozoa, but partly finished and much more personal to the Emperor, the last (8).
It happened in 1918 that a great storm raged along the south coast of Honshu. On its abatement, Hirohito went collecting along the shore and came upon a large red prawn stranded in the jetsam. Neither he nor Hattori could identify it and it was sent to Arata Terao, who described it two years later as Sympasiphaea imperialis. The course was set. Nothing could stop the Crown Prince from indulging in the passion for biology whenever official duties could be relinquished. It was discovered, long after, by Takeda Masatsune and Prince Hitachi that this deep-sea prawn was merely an exceptionally large specimen, 18.5 cm long, of one that had already been described and usually reached but 8 cm; it is a way of species, named this century after great discoverers, to fade into synonymy.
* Numbers in this form refer to entries in the bibliography at the end of the text.
When, in 1925, the first Biological Laboratory was built in the grounds of the Akasaka Palace, Hattori became its director. When the present Laboratory was built in 1928 in the grounds of the Imperial Palace, Hattori continued as director until the year of his death in 1965. In the 1930s the time that the Emperor and Hattori spent in the Laboratory began to alarm the Imperial Household. Kanroji relates how sentries were posted to report on their activities. The Emperor and Hattori were obliged to enter the building secretly and independently; they worked until the early hours of the morning and departed as stealthily. It, then, became the Emperor's custom to devote the afternoons of Monday and Thursday and all of Saturday to the Laboratory where only Hattori and other scientific assistants would be permitted. The Emperor repeatedly emphasizes in the forewords to the books issued from the Imperial Household, that he was biologist only in his spare time.
. Since so little seems to be known about Hirotaro Hattori outside Japan, I have enquired extensively about him, for he was a key-figure in this imperial progress, and I have added a hard-won account of his life (Appendix 3); it sheds further light on the early days. But, an issue that I have been unable to pursue is the connection with Yoshichika Tokugawa, who was the last Lord o f Tokugawa. He was 14 years older than the Emperor, but he, too, had been bored with the teaching at Gakushuin until Hattori rescued him into biology (Comer 1981) . Both founded their own biological laboratories which Hattori directed. 'Blessed is boredom!', intervened Professor Woodroofe, as I was thinking aloud. Yoshichika was appointed in the early 1920s adviser in biology to the Imperial Household and, after his hunting expedition in 1921 to Johore, he became Grand Veneur until 1925, when he resigned and the office was discontinued. He presented Hirohito with various trophies, including an elephant's foot which is still used in the Biological Laboratory as a trash-bin. More carefully regarded are three thin, but historically interesting, tracts on botany, written in Japanese by Y. Udagawa in 1833 as an introduction to botany (Shokugaku Keigen). What else transpired between them seems unrecorded.
T H E BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY OF THE IMPERIAL HOUSEHOLD
In 1925, a Biological Laboratory was constructed for the Crown Prince in the grounds of the Togu or Akasaka Palace. Though very small, measuring about 40 m2, it was an innovation to accommodate his firm resolution. In 1928, when he had become the Emperor, the present and much larger laboratory was built in the grounds of the Imperial Palace. In 1948, the museum extension was added to house the increasing number of collections. During the war, these were transferred for safety to the Tokyo Experimental Station of the Imperial Estates and Forests Bureau at Asakawa on the outskirts of the city. A spark from the conflagration of Tokyo towards the end of that war destroyed the first laboratory and what remains is now a desolate trace of the flooring more or less overgrown with weeds and bushes in a circle of great trees; children like to play there and it will be a puzzle for future archaeologists.
Five easy steps lead to the stout wooden doors of the present, one-storeyed Laboratory, hidden among large trees of camphor, cedar and oak. A few years ago a porch was added which, if convenient, detracts somewhat from the original dignity. With the doors slid apart, entrance is at once baffled, not by a classic screen, but by a huge cross section of a camphor trunk from Formosa. Standing over 2 m high and some 5 cm thick, it had been cut from the base of the tree and the network of conjoint roots supplies a rigid fringe. Stepping round this majestic approach, one sees behind it a large and well stuffed Emperor Penguin in assurance of one's arrival. ITie long hall is reminiscent of a hunting lodge with antlers, oil paintings and a very fine specimen of the long-tailed cock of Japan. On the left is the visitor's room where, only, one may be served tea, smoke and take photographs. Next comes the preparation room for mounting and bottling specimens and for microscope preparations. Along the far wall there range cases with periodicals, books on marine fauna, and the original drawings and paintings for the biological publications of the Imperial Household. On the left, in front of the main window, a working desk supports the Leitz-Wetlar monocular microscope of early use and a Lcitz binocular; the drawers contain dissecting instruments. A small tray on the desk holds the pencils, pen, rubber and short ruler (50 years old), along with two ink-bottles said to be of like age, all of which were used by the Emperor to the last; he was never seen with a new pencil. To the left of this desk stands a large Universal Projector ('Olympus', made in Tokyo) for the projection of microscope slides at varying magnification. In an alcove of the outer wall there is the scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipment, presented by the Japan Electron Optics Laboratory Co. Ltd., which was used during the last ten years, more especially by Crown Prince Akihito. The near end of the laboratory has tables and cases with bottling apparatus, and the cabinet which holds all the original colour photographs used for the biological publications. Other microscopes, variously positioned, are two monocular 'Olympus' microscopes and a binocular (all presented by the manufacturers), a low-power dissecting microscope ( 'A nthony', Japan), and the latest and elaborate Zeiss binocular m odel with photo-attachment, presented in April 1978 by the federal Republic of Germany. Thus, surrounded with books and cabinets pertaining to his special research, and 11 microscopes, the late Emperor worked in his secluded, if cramped, laboratory until his last visit on 12 September 1988. These details are recorded because alterations will surely come in the future.
The museum section of the Laboratory consists of three rooms about 17 m long, one on the ground floor and the others as a two-storeyed wing. They are filled with the cabinets of specimens (see Appendix 1) . Narrow passages separate the rows of cabinets. The upper storey carries in its first part eight large cases of stuffed and mounted reptiles, birds and mammals, a cabinet of dried fungi, three cabinets of dried seaweeds, and such miscellaneous items as packets of various strains of rice seeds grown in Japan, strange mistletoes, a very large hornet's nest, and an exhibit of rubber-tree tapping. The second part of the upper storey has 25 double cabinets of dried vascular plants from Nasu, Suzaki and Imperial Palace ground, along with many bundles of specimens awaiting study. The ground-floor wings hold the large collections of invertebrate animals from Sagami Bay. These collections are arranged alphabetically by genera under their phyla and, thus, are easy to consult.
The library is scattered in the long entrance hall, in the Emperor's laboratory, and in a small working room on each of the floors of the museum wing. Here are kept, also, the original manuscripts and typescripts of the biological publications. A small room at the far end of the corridor leading from the entrance hall is known as the Hydrozoa Breeding Room. Here Hydrozoa were kept alive for several days to two years in small tanks of circulating aerated sea-water at constant temperature, by which means the Emperor investigated the reproductive organs, nematocysts and medusae of various species. Here, too, the Emperor attempted to culture slime-moulds but with little success, so it seems, until on his invitation to discuss the difficulty Professor Sydney Shall, of the University of Sussex, suggested that lack of yeast extract was the reason. He supplied the Emperor with a large pot of Marmite, though with what success seems not to have been reported. At the end of this corridor there are the large duralmin boxes with containers for the transport of marine collections.
The directors of the Biological Laboratory have been: the biologist Hirotaro Hattori 1926 Hattori -1965 the zoologist Itiro Tomiyama 1965 -1981 , whose photograph appears with the Emperor in the special catalogue of the National Science Museum (Anonymous 1988, pp. 36,36); and zoologist Hatsuki Tsujimura 1981-1989 . The present senior staff member is the botanist Bungo Kawamura. A question often posed, and put to me frankly by the British Ambassador in Japan, Sir John Whitehead, is why the Showa Emperor is regarded as an outstanding biologist. The answer lies in his researches and their influence. Firstly, in scientific erudition, he made himself in the course of 40 years an international authority on the group of lowly marine animals, the Hydrozoa; their study called for acute perception and great patience to master the m icroscopic details of their construction. Secondly, he carried out the first comprehensive biological survey of the great Sagami Bay by means of shore-collecting, trawling and dredging to depths o f 500 m. He amassed such immense collections of marine animals and seaweeds, all meticulously annotated in regard to habitat, that many specialists in Japan and from overseas were required for their identification. In the course of this work, over 3(X) new species were brought to light and many new records for Japan. Likewise he pursued the botany of northerly Nasu and southerly Suzaki and, for the working out of these floras, many Japanese botanists were involved. Inspired by the honour of this collaboration, they found themselves in the unpretentious sylvan retreat of the Biological Laboratory working with a courteous, gentle and unassuming friend so keenly interested in what they had to say that he never forgot. ITiat laboratory has been described as dingy, but only to the unenlightened.
In consequence of this nationwide cooperation, the Emperor brought great impetus to the systematic exploration, marine and terrestrial, of Japan. It called for unquenchable enthusiasm and a prodigious memory wherewith continually to detect the novel and significant. He set, too, an example in conservation by the manner in which he encouraged all kinds of wild life in the Imperial domains. I doubt if another monarch let thistles prosper in his courtyard, as at Nasu, or had an experimental plot by the entrance of the Imperial Villa.
He never put on record thoughts about evolutionary problems of biology. Nevertheless, those who talked with him or to whose lectures he attended bear witness to his keen appreciation of matters outside his immediate research; for instance, animal physiology, bioluminescence, embryology, hallucinogenic fungi, wheat genetics and geographical distribution. When Siro Kitamura, of Kyoto University, who worked with the Emperor for over 30 years, was first introduced to him by the illustrious geneticist Hitoshi Kihara, it was to tell His Majesty about the Expedition from his University to the Karakorum. As an expert on Compositae, he identified the Emperor's collections and was consulted on the manner of publication of the floras of Nasu and Suzaki (Kitamura 1988) . His copies of these books bear the personal seal of the Emperor, a small rectangular stamp of two idealized bamboos. 'The most elegant gentleman in the world' was the conclusion of Dr Rokuya Imazeki, the eminent mycologist, who, in his capacity as chief of the Asakawa Forest Station, used to accompany the Emperor on his visits and collect fungi with him. When, in 1983,1 was received in the Biological Laboratory, I was asked to explain the durian theory. I spoke about the long discussions that I had had on the subject with Professor Kwan Koriba and His Majesty became so interested in how enemies had managed to cooperate in war-time that our heads came too close across the narrow table and I had discreetly to withdraw. I described the noticcboard at the entrance to the Tokugawa Forest at Kiso which, after many injunctions, ended with the request 'And please talk to the trees!'; His Majesty smiled. In 1985, when asked about my particular research, I launched into the intricacies of fungus construction which he followed without need of explanation, as was clear from his comments; it was the only time I found a ready listener.
This universal interest maintained the impetus that his own researches had given to biology. He became its leader, unacclaimed by proclamation but in all minds. The achievement is summarized in the following sentence taken from the statement laid before Council of the Royal Society on his election to the Fellowship: 'It is by his example as a working scientist and as a person with wide scientific interests that he has exerted great influence and given encouragement to the promotion of science especially in Japan.' R e s e a r c h a n d p u b l i c a t i o n Research at the Biological Laboratory was devoted mainly to the identification of the collections assembled by the Emperor and his colleague. It is said that, by 1927, he had named over6000 collections of animals and plants with the help of Tomotaro Iwakawa (14). By 1989, according to the list prepared by Bungo Kawamura, the number of the collections had risen to some 57 000, excluding insects (Appendix 1). The outcome has been a series of publications issued after the war from the Imperial Household. The text in all the zoological works is in two parts, English and Japanese, usually with separate pagination. Most have a preface in English contributed by the Emperor wherein he explains the circumstances of the publication and provides the names of the scientists, photographers and artists who helped. Most species are illustrated, the majority with fine colour plates. They are systematic works which carry a great deal of ecological observation and matters of geographical distribution. Oddly enough, on the fall of Singapore in 1942,1 was made acutely aware of the necessary ecological precision when, in March, I assisted Dr Tadamichi Koga in collecting material from the Singapore beaches for despatch to the Emperor. It was one of the early acts of Dr Koga, then in the Nippon Veterinary Service, and it filled me with hope in those anxious times that, with imperial supervision, we could conserve the scientific records of the colony (Comer 1981) . It is to be noted that the Emperor never contributed articles to scientific periodicals, and it was only after the war that he signed his authorship as Hirohito.
Perusal of these works impresses one with the astonishing assiduity of the Emperor, his insistence on expert advice in working out the collections, and the beautiful finality in print and illustration. The fauna and flora of Japan are rich, having suffered little from glaciation. In southern Honshu, where the warm and massive Kuroshio current flows from west to east off the Izu Peninsula, the fauna and flora of southeast Asia impinge on the north temperate and there results an almost overwhelming abundance of species and genera. In this bounty, Hirohito was the scientific collector and analyst, expert in many groups and with an eye ever ready to detect the unusual. In the hours available to him, he was concerned to discover the nature of the living organisms that coexisted in the rich domains that he could explore. Who would suspect, for instance, that there were nearly 350 species of crab in Sagami Bay?
Unfortunately, these publications are not readily available in Britain, except in a few scientific libraries in London and, then, variously incomplete. A list was sent to me along with the prefaces by courtesy of the Imperial Household and, at the request of the Household, I have divided them into three categories, as in the Bibliography. They are the works on Hydrozoa by the Emperor himself (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) , the monographs on the marine invertebrates of Sagami Bay collected by the Emperor and identified by various authorities (9-23), and the botanical works (24-32).
In the last work on Hydrozoa the Emperor relates how he had employed several research vessels, used mainly for trawling and dredging. They were, in succession Miura Maru, Hayama Maru (until 1956 ), Hatagumo (until 1971 and lastly Matsunami. Collecting was enthusiastically assisted by naval personnel, trained divers and the fishermen along the coast. One can imagine the excitement when His Majesty put to sea on those blue waters and when the dredge came up. Anecdotes by captains of the research vessels have been published, in Japanese, as a set of articles in the 1989 newsletter of the Maritime Safety Agency of Japan. There arc many little episodes in His Majesty's life which I have not had opportunity to explore. One such is the special trawl-net for collecting Hydrozoa which was invented by Hachiro Saionji (8), whose great grandson was chamberlain to the Emperor Akihito.
HYDROZOA
The Emperor's study of these lowly coelenterates began in 1929 under the tuition of Hirotaro Hattori. After 1945 he was assisted by Itiro Tomiyama and Hatsuki Tsujimura. Microscope slides were made by the late Hiroo Sanada to the number of some 10 000 and 3200 were added by the present technician Tatsuya Shimizu, who explained to me the very detailed catalogue of these preparations which had been stained with borax carmine and picronigrosin; it is probably the biggest slide collection of these organisms in the world. Most of the line drawings that illustrate the text of the hydroid works were made by Mrs Hiroko Daba. She would copy with camera lucida what was indicated; she used, as I have always found best, a simple mapping pen.
Concerning the Emperor's prowess in the study of these organisms, 1 can quote the following passage from the 'Message' written by Dr Frederick M. Bayer, the authority on Coelenterata at the Smithsonian Institution, for the book on the biological activities of the Emperor issued from the National Science Museum of Tokyo (Anonymous 1988).
From a scientific standpoint these are among the more difficult animals to study and classify, because many of them have elaborate life cycles that include two vastly dissimilar generations, each of which historically has been named and classified independently. It is a tribute to his scientific determination and skill that he has pursued the difficult study of these perplexing organisms with exceptional success, and has published the results under his own name.
The first hydroid paper contains the descriptions of two genera of thecate Clathrozonidae, each with one species, and both remarkable for having stolons similar to those of the athecate Solanderiidae. Clathrozoon wilsoni had been known only by a collection from south Australia, when the Emperor found it to be not uncommon in Sagami Bay. For this and the other hydroid, Pseudoclathrozoon cryptolarioides gen. et sp. nov., the gonothecae and gonophores were first described by the Emperor who kept the colonies alive for some days in the Biological Laboratory; he was able to observe the nematocysts and to obtain the leptomedusae. The new genus came to provide the design on the medal of the International Prize for Biology.
In the account of the hydroids from the Amakusa Islands off the west coast of Kyushu, 52 species were recorded, two of which were new, eight were new records for Japan, and of four the gonosomes had not previously been reported for Japan (2). The third publication, on Clathrozoon wilsoni, has the following sentence which tells of the Emperor's concern over the major classification: 'This, the fact that this thecate hydroid has dactylozoids, which has so far been recognised only in the Athecata, and finally, the similarity between the tentacles of these dactylozoids and the capitate tentacles generally seen in the athecate family Corynidae, may be subjects of great interest' (3). For the hydroids of the Bonin Islands 28 species were recorded and one new hydrocoral Milleporaplatyphylla (4). The report on the hydroids from the Izu Islands, to the southwest of Sagami Bay, was based on collections made since 1977 by members of the National Science Museum of Tokyo (6); 88 species were recorded with one new species, one new name, and 14 species with one genus as new records for Japan. Concerning the new species from Panama Hydractinia bayeri Hirohito (7), Dr Bayer writes 'On one visit to Japan, I presented the Emperor with a very unusual hydroid that belonged to a group that especially interested him. Upon investigating it, he found it to be a new species, but before publishing a description of it he asked permission to do so, even though I had told him when it was presented that he could do as he liked with it. He named the species after me, and so far as I know, I am the only living person he so honored.' The Emperor concluded his account of H. bayeri with this succinct remark: 'hi my present state of knowledge, I cannot find the well branching arborescent skeleton of the present new species systematically important, and I do not erect a new distinct genus for the present new species on the basis of the skeleton, though Stechow (1920) did'.
The first part of the Emperor's summary of the hydroids of Sagami Bay is prefaced January 1988 (8); that is at the age of 87 years. It deals with the Athecata and 67 species are described and illustrated with 54 detailed text-figures; 17 new species are described and there are several new records for Japan. The second part on the Thecata is being prepared by Professor Mayumi Yamada of Hokkaido University, the son of Professor Yukio Yamada who studied the seaweeds of Sagami Bay. It is expected to be published in 1990. Unfortunately, since our travels would not coincide, I was unable to meet Professor Yamada.
MONOGRAPHS ON SAGAMI BAY
Thirteen splendid monographs have, so far, been published on the Emperor's collections of marine animals, other than the hydroids, from Sagami Bay (9-21). Up till 1944, the Emperor had explored chiefly the east side of the bay. In 1947, he resumed his collecting especially along the west and south sides towards the Izu Peninsula. The first monograph on the opisthobranchiate molluscs tells in the preface how it was the custom of the Emperor whenever he visited the Imperial Villa at Hayama to collect marine organisms (9). This volume and the supplement (11) describe and illustrate 190 species, nearly half of which are new and several others were new records for Japan. Elizabeth Vining tells in one of her books how she was asked to correct the English of this work (Vining 1970) . For the ascidians (10) 81 species are described of which 23 are new. The great monograph on the crabs describes 346 species, all most vividly illustrated in colour from paintings by the author's wife Mrs Sakai; there are three new species and two new subspecies (12). The monograph on the corals is notable for the full descriptions of Balanophyllia and Dendrophyllia (13).
That on the sea-shells is an account of over 12 000 shells collected by the Emperor (14). Concerning the starfish, 63 species are recorded, eight of which are new (15); special attention is given to the genus Certonardoa, and all Japanese species of Asteropectinidae and Luidiidae are described. For the hermit crabs 118 species in 44 genera of 11 families are described, four species being new and 31 new records for Sagami Bay (16). The account of four species of the ciliate protozoan E p h e l o t a, one of which is records, sprang from the acumen of the Emperor when examining hydroids under the microscope (17). For the brittlestars 53 species are described, one being new (18); the monograph deals with general problems of ophiuroid classification. That on the sea-urchins records 84 species from Sagami Bay and accounts for all species in Japanese waters (19); as the author informed me, it is the first monograph on Japanese echinoids and the only one in which most species have been illustrated in colour. A later contribution by the author lists the species found on the Izu Peninsula (Shigei 1982) . The monograph, which is the first to have been written on Japanese pycnogonids, records 30 species of sea-spider from Sagami Bay, representing six new species and a total of 111 collections (20); it gives critical distinctions in sex and juvenile form, together with SEM photographs of the protonymphon larvae of six species. The author, Dr Koichiro Nakamura, explained to me the peculiar anatomy of these jawless and anomalous arthropods with four pairs of legs into which diverticula of the gut extend, and how the life-history was known fully only for one species and imperfectly for two or three others. Several small pycnogonids live on hydroid colonies, devouring the polyps. Identification is difficult but the Emperor had named six species correctly where others had made mistakes; these six were Ascorhynchus auchenicus Slater, A.japonicus Ives, Nymphon gunteri Hedpeth, N. japonicum Ortmann, Pallenopsis sibogae Leman and Pycnogonum t e n u e Kishida. One new species was named Ano imperialis after the Emperor who was surely the only monarch ever to have considered these strange little animals.
The marine algae were collected as systematically. They were studied by Yukio Yamada, Professor of Botany at Hokkaido University and student of Kingo Miyabe. Over 120 species were recorded, of which 20 new species, mainly Rhodophyceae, were published in the Scientific Papers of the Institute of Algological Research of Hokkaido University, 1938 University, -1944 Among the more notable of these collections the late Nobuo Egami (1989) mentions the minute and inconspicuous hemichordate Atubaria heterolopha Sato and the harp-shaped ctenophore Lyrocteis imperatoris Komai as the only known occurrence of this jellyfish. Dr Shigei (1986) records the first living specimens of the Eocene brachiopod Brissopatagus relictus Shigei, collected by the Emperor in 1963. Taku Komai (1972) records the molluscs Mikadotrochus (Pleurotomaria) beyrichi Hilgendorf as a living fossil, the spiriform shell Thatcheria mirabilis Angas, and Choristes vitreus Kuroda & Habe which parasitizes the egg-capsules of sharks.
BOTANICAL PUBLICATIONS
The first fruit of the Emperor's research was the little book on slime-moulds of the Nasu district, published in 1935 under the authorship of Hirotaro Hattori (24) . It is fully illustrated with the dainty paintings needed for these delicate organisms. A supplement followed a few years later (25) and the better known and revised edition appeared in 1964 (28); it was issued by Imperial decree to commemorate the 88th year of Dr Hattori's life. It describes 125 species of which two are new, Pcrichacna tesselata G. Lister and Physarum rigidum G.
Lister. Miss Gulielma Lister was the authority on Myxomycetes at the British Museum of Natural History. This work was really a joint production of Hattori and the Emperor for whom, at that time, mundane authorship was excluded. The copy of the first edition in the Biological Laboratory has many marginal notes written by Hattori. In a way slime-moulds were my first, if very distant, introduction to the Emperor because, in 1929, a Japanese botanist (? Dr Yoshikadzu Emoto) arrived in Singapore to collect them for His Majesty and it fell to me to lead him to suitable localities on the island. I remember well because he wore those 'Kyoto spectacles' the lenses of which can be flicked up in a startling way to assist short sight.
In 1926 the Emperor had begun identifying plants of Nasu, collected by Shiro Kato and Hiroo Sanada, with the help of the well known authority Tomitaro Makino, but it was not until after the war, in 1947, that he himself took up the floristic study in earnest. The object was to reveal the natural history of all the vascular plants under such headings as habitat, abundance, and seasons of growth, flowering, fruiting and leaf-fall or dormancy, supported by meteorological record and geological analysis. With the help of the botanists Hiroshi Hara, Masaji Honda, Hirosi Ito, Bungo Kawamura, Arika Kimura, Siro Kitamura and Tatsuo Sato, all of whom were co-authors, this prolonged and arduous undertaking occupied most of the Emperor's holidays at Nasu. The Imperial Villa had been built in 1925 for the Emperor Taisho but he preferred Nikko and never visited the Villa at Nasu. A small dwelling beside the Villa, together with laboratory for making specimens, accommodated the botanists. In 1962 the first Flora Nasuensis was published without drawings and with few photographs (26). Additions and emendations followed next year (27) and, in 1972, there appeared the splendid Nova flora Nasuensis with a wealth of coloured illustration (29). In 1985 there followed die equally large and lavishly illustrated Supplementum, mostly in consequence of the exploration of the more mountainous parts of the domain (31). In all, 1828 species of vascular plant were described. The Nasu highland region is part of the Nikko National Park. Its peaks rise to 1700 m and the highest at 1900 m, Chausu, is an active volcano. Its eruption in 1881 severely damaged the vegetation which has been slowly recovering. A large wall-map of the Imperial Estate, which covers 1200 hectares, hangs in the Estate Office and shows the many paths that the Emperor had made in the course of his exploration; he would cover distances up to 43 km in one summer. A favourite place at mid-altitude, called Numappara, is a marshy stretch with small trees and abundant herbs, and here lives a troop of wild macaques. The highest point reached by the Emperor was around 1500 m where the jeep-road ends and there is now a cabin to record the ascents of climbers. The Emperor would visit this part in early autumn when the gentians were flowering.
In 1971, the Imperial Villa was built at Suzaki in the Izu Peninsula on the west of Sagami Bay, and close to the historic port of Shimoda. The Emperor used to visit it for some ten days in spring, summer and winter, and for a few days in autumn, to pursue his investigations as at Nasu. In 1980, the smaller but equally well illustrated Flora Suzakiensis was published (30). Whereas Nasu lies in the north temperate region with harsh winter, Suzaki is subtropical, as shown by the plentiful occurrence of larger bamboos, Ficus erecta, and Hemerocallis. The forested crags along this part of Sagami Bay rise from the entrancingly rocky coast to a mountain range of some 1400 m. It is an important locality for the history of botanical exploration in Japan. In 1854, Commodore Perry arrived at Shimoda with the U.S. Naval Fleet, and his two botanists, S.W. Williams and J. Morrow, made the first botanical collections. Next year C. Wright, botanist to the U.S. North Pacific Expedition made further collections. Their specimens, to the number of 190 species of vascular plants, were described by Asa Gray of Harvard University. riach of the three major floristic works has a frontispiece in colour of the Emperor 'in the field', wearing the panama hat which, so Kanroji says, was renewed yearly because it wore out with continual doffing. 'Hie exquisite portraits of plants in their natural setting were taken by 1 litoshi Yokoi, the professional photographer of the I Ioikusha Publishing Company of Osaka. Mr Yokoi, at the age of 58, explained to me that he was not a botanist but that the Emperor used to indicate to him at Nasu, at Suzaki and at the Imperial Palace (for the forthcoming flora) what scenes were to be photographed and exactly what plants in their seasons. At Suzaki, walking was dangerous and the Emperor, no longer young, would have to be helped along the rocky coast. He had known the Emperor and Empress, who always explored together, since 1966 and had formed the opinion that His Majesty was an astute botanist because he enquired searchingly of his assistants if a name was correct, pointing out mistakes and asking the relative value of different floristic works. 'What is this?', he would enquire and on reply remark 'Ah so! ', which came to be a famous imperial comment in Japan, even to the volcanic height of Mount Aso in Kyushu. An account of botanical collecting with the Emperor is given (in Japanese) by Bungo Kawamura (1987) .
The texts of these floras are in Japanese but there are forewords by the Emperor and chapters in English to explain the history of the districts, their terrain and climate. The foreword to the Nova flora Nasuensis concludes 'I do wish all the wild animals and plants to be allowed forever to continue to live their own lives in quiet surrounding'. So, by the immediate entrance to the Nasu Villa, there is the Emperor's experimental garden of anemone (Pulsatilla), thistles, grasses and little wild orchids, while in the courtyard the robust thistle Cirsium purpureum is allowed to luxuriate against a background of uncut grass, Platycodon and pines. The long drive towards the Villa through woodland is flanked with wild hydrangea bushes. Ilie Supplementum adds 'I have been continuing my study in order to grasp correctly the flora of Nasu and its neighbourhood'. Natural history was his holiday. Love and reverence of the wild is manifest in the monuments of Japan. When that reporter asked His Majesty in 1946 what were his happiest days and he had replied 'During my visit to England', I think that. 40 years after, it would have been 'At Nasu'. He last visited the Imperial Villa from 20 July to 8 September 1988 and his last walk in that domain, which is the spirit of Showa, was on 7 September from the attached Villa. It was on the return journey to Tokyo that he so suddenly collapsed. POSTHUMOUS 'ITie last scientific project that engaged the Emperor was a flora of the Imperial Palace Grounds. This hilly domain, surrounded by a wide moat and steep rampart, covers 115 hectares (284 acres) in the heart of Tokyo. Much of it is densely wooded with many kinds of tall tree, native and introduced, shrubs and herbs making a thick undergrowth, and not a lew lianas reach considerable size. As silva in it gives to the rambler the impression of primeval forest descending steeply to teeming lakes. Wild life is encouraged with nesting boxes for birds and solicitude for weeds; moles raise their mounds where the Emperor trod.
The new intention was to update a great work entitled Honzozufu by Iwasaki, issued between 1824 and 1860 in 93 hand-written volumes. Some 60 copies had been made and presented to the leading nobility (daiiSyo) in Japan and to a few institutes abroad. Most copies in Japan were lost during the war, and the work was republished as the Taisho edition, to which a learned commentary was compiled in 1986 by Siro Kitamura and his colleagues. A large and finely illustrated book on the private Fukiage Garden was published in 1980 by Tomita, Irie and Tokugawa; in Japanese, it has two pages in English to explain the history of the garden from the 15th century and the pleasure with which it was cherished by Emperor Hirohito. Noteworthy is the Metasequoia planted by him in the garden and now 22 m high.
The Emperor had selected the scenes to be photographed and one which portrayed him against a background of wild white roses. When the fatal illness came upon him, the Hoikusha Publishing Company of Osaka caused four dummy copies of the book to be made, with blank pages, some of the plates, and that with the wild roses. A copy was shown to the Emperor who nodded his assent and spoke no more. That copy was put at his bedside and was placed beside his body in the coffin.
In November 1989 the last work entitled Flora sedis ImperatorisJaponiae was published (32).
OVERSEAS AND FOREIGN HONOURS
When in London in 1921, Crown Prince Hirohito had visited the rooms of the Linnean Society of London and signed the Roll and Charter Book. On 22 October 1931, Emperor Hirohito was elected Honorary Member of the Society and, at its following session in January 1932, the President, Professor F.E. Weiss, exhibited the vellum sheet of the imperial design in colour, which was to be incorporated in the Roll and Charter Book. 'The design around the Imperial autograph represents the entwined branches of Chrysanthemum and Paulownia, the emblems of the Japanese Imperial Family, crowned with the Imperial crest between two phoenixes. The ribbon is the Wungen-Nishiki, or literally halo-brocade, for in the pattern stripes are graduated like a halo round the sun. Wungen-Nishiki has been used as a border of the mat for the Throne from ancient times' (Weiss 1933) . It is the most elegant of the series of vellum leaves, presented by Royal Patrons, in the Book (Gage & Steam 1988) . The Address List of the Society for 1948-49 omitted the name of the Emperor but it was restored from 1950-51 onwards.
In 1971,50 years after the European journey of 1921, Hirohito again broke from tradition to become the first Emperor of Japan to travel abroad. Flying by way of Alaska, the Emperor and Empress stopped at Anchorage for a brief meeting with President Nixon. Thence they proceeded to Belgium, Holland, the Federal Republic of Germany and Great Britain. On arrival in London for the three-day State Visit in early October, they were met by Her Majesty the Queen and Prince Philip. The Emperor had been nominated a Knight of the Garter by special statute dated 29 January 1929 and invested on 3 May that year. The banner of his Arms had been removed from Windsor Chapel on 20 December 1941 and restored on 22 May 1971.
The Emperor and Empress visited the apartments of the Royal Society of London, the rooms of the Linnean Society and of the Zoological Society of London, the British Museum of Natural History, and the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew. It had been their custom, when visiting the prefectures of Japan after the war, to include botanical gardens and other biological institutions in their programme. In 1985 a committee of 19 Japanese scientists and 16 heads of major Japanese business organizations, under the chairmanship of the President of the Japan Academy, instituted the International Prize for Biology 'in celebration of the sixty years' reign of His Majesty the Emperor of Japan and in commemoration of his longtime research in biology'. The Prize is an award of ten million yen, a medal, and the Imperial Gift, as a silver vase embossed with the Chrysanthemum Crest in gold. The Medal, valued at 1.5 million yen, is a thick, black, plano-convex disc made of the unique Japanese alloy of copper, silver and gold, called shibuichi. On the convex side there is inlaid in gold an abstract design of the clathrozonid hydroid
Pseudoclathrozoon c r y p t o l a r i o i d e s , which had been described by the Em
from Sagami Bay. Every year the committee chooses the special subject for the Prize and nomination forms are widely distributed to biological institutions over the world. The subjects, hitherto, have been systematic biology, developmental biology and marine biology.
PERSONALITY
To leam how the family life of the Showa Emperor blossomed into the 20th century, it is necessary to delve far into the major biographies and be refreshed in the flowing chapters of Kanroji and Elizabeth Vining. There come to mind some aspects that seemed to have framed the character of the Imperial Biologist. Beside the dignified and unruffled figure of the supreme monarch there was one most humane. The western voyage of 1921 had left an impression which deepened with the years as the Emperor bent to his scientific pursuit. A warmth of feeling, friendliness, sympathy and power of concentration grew up. Never at a loss, he touched all circumstances. Seeking to enlarge and bestow what had eluded his early years, he dispelled the rigour of his upbringing from that of his own family; and so, too, he cared for all that lived about him. When imperial duties had been performed, he relaxed, chatted and laughed with puckish humour. As a young man he enjoyed the athleticism admired by the Japanese. Of short stature, yet with powerful shoulders, the stolid physique made an able swimmer, an expert equestrian, a walker, a golfer and a tennis player; the agility served his exploration on sea and mountain. Then, in 1936 at the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war, there came a change. The golf-course, laid out in 1926 in the Imperial Domain, was left to revert to grassy woodland of his forbearance; no longer would he play golf.
Brought up in the atmosphere of court language and its classical poetry, his imagination stretched to tell his own thoughts in the vivid imperial style of waka, or verses of 31 syllables.
Some of these are quoted by Kanroji to reveal their subtle simplicity. Not a few were outlets for misgivings about the conduct of human affairs; maybe, others have biological undertones. This economy prevailed. While he accomplished in full the formal and lavish ostentation in public life, it seems that inwardly he preferred the frugal; it was this, perhaps, that confirmed his comradeship with Hattori of like austerity. That he was conservative, even to the extreme, is shown by his disapproval of unnecessary renovation in the Biological Laboratory, and by those pencils, used to their stubs, and the ink-bottles which, like old friends, were not to be discarded. How easy it is to be mistaken, however, in these tenuous notions is shown by the story that he preferred old clothes; the truth is that, in the concentration with which he worked in the laboratory, he did not notice how old his clothes were getting. It may be wondered what more might have been achieved, had he not been the Emperor, but it would be as vain as any attempt to conclude an unfinished symphony.
To understand the nature of the Showa Emperor, certainly as it matured, one must wander through the glades of the Imperial Domain, so sublime in the heart of bustling Tokyo. Everything that can is there allowed to thrive; dandelion and plantain may not be uprooted or grass cut lest the delicate inflorescences fail. Especially, one should walk under the trees along the old path Dokan-Bori-shinmichi which the Emperor traversed on his way to the Imperial Palace from the private apartments, and see the great reeds phragmites and miscanthus in full bloom. Even the patrol posts on the ramparts are screened by the foliage of big trees. There is the serenity and beauty from which he reigned and which was his care to understand and embellish (Senzo 1960; Amano 1986 ). There, in early summer, he would plant the ceremonial rice and in the early autumn accompany the Empress to the ceremony of silk-spinning in the shrine beside the cocoon-house where the silkworms were carefully raised, every stage accompanied with the dignity of ritual. Thus, the then Grand Chamberlain, Yoshihiro Tokugawa, has written that the Emperor considered that the outdoor life of the naturalist was good for the health, and his morning and evening walks in the imperial gardens were at once a tour of botanical diversion and a source of mental peace.
His companion on collecting excursions, whether on the shores or seas of Sagami Bay or in the woodlands, was the Empress. She was the amateur naturalist and the artist whose paintings of flowers in classic style had been published in two volumes under the name Toen and Kinpou. At Nasu, where they used to picnic in one or other of the secluded pavilions, she collected mosses and liverworts (Inoue 1969) . Once, in 1966 during the Pacific Science Congress in Tokyo, it was my privilege to meet the Empress and that gracious and happy occasion is printed on my mind. In 1989,1 had hoped to enquire of the Dowager Empress what she would have liked me to write, but circumstances forbade. Again I repeat that there are many charming anecdotes of Empress Nagako in Elizabeth Vining's books.
An abdominal operation was performed on 22 September 1987. It was on 19 September 1988 that the late Emperor collapsed so suddenly, after which he continued to receive blood-transfusions; consciousness never departed. On 2 January 1989, a few days before his death, he recovered sufficiently to hold the reception for local and foreign dignitaries at the New Year Ceremony. On that occasion, three of his poems were released by the Imperial Household. The funeral on 24 February 1989, through the streets of Tokyo to Shinjuku Gyoen National Garden, was attended by 24 Heads of State and 109 dignitaries from other countries; it was said to have been the greatest state following at any funeral. His body is entombed Musashino-no-Misasagi in Hachioji City, Tokyo.
The Showa Emperor is survived by his youngest brother Prince Mikasa (b. 1915) . His two other brothers predeceased him. They were Prince Chichibu , who was at Oxford and was much interested in biology, and Prince Takamatsu . Of his seven children three also predeceased him; they were his first, second and third daughters, Princess Tern Shigeko (1925 -1961 ), Princess Hisa Sachiko (1927 -1928 and Princess Taka Kazuko (1929 Kazuko ( -1989 THE EMPEROR'S CU P From his youth, when he had learnt in m artial upbringing the rudim ents of sumo-wrestling, until his last years the late Emperor was an enthusiastic devotee of this national sport. He watched his first public display of wrestling in 1909. It became his custom to attend every sumo session at least once, usually in the mid-session, and to watch the matches on television. He was versed in all the throws and intricacies of the game and followed the careers of the main wrestlers. In 1925, after a display at the Akasaka Palace, the Emperor's Cup, or shihai, was presented to the Japan Sumo Association. Standing over one metre high and weighing 29 kg, this mighty trophy requires two persons to hand it to the champion wrestler who raises it aloft in his powerful arms. The Cup is kept at the headquarters of die Sumo Association in Tokyo.
According to Mitford (1988) this very ancient sport, dating from 24 B.C., though some refer it to a century or two earlier, was instituted as an annual imperial contest by Emperor Shomu in the 8th century A.D. It came to the fore in the early days of the Tokugawa Shogunate when the title of y o k o z u n a v / a sc onferred on the champion (Cuyler 1987; Kenri 1973; Sargeant 1974) . In the throng ofbystanders who lined the route of the Imperial cortege on its way through Tokyo there was a long parade of great wrestlers in sombre black with their white girdles, bare-headed on that cold and rainy Friday in February 1989. And so, one reflects from shihai to hydroid and slime-mould, from throne to deep-sea dredge, from shore to mountain, from forest to thistle, from poem to treatise and from East to West, vanquished and, yet, His Imperial Majesty, on the antitheses in the spacious life of the Showa Emperor.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The substance o f this memoir comes not only from the writings o f those cited in the bibliography, but from a journey o f seven weeks which my wife and I undertook to Japan in the summer of 1989. When it became known that the late Emperor was gravely ill, I was moved to write to Their Imperial Highnesses Crown Prince and Princess, whom it had been our privilege to have met in 1985, that someone should consider presenting to the scientific world the biological side o f the Emperor's life. It had been touched upon by previous biographers; parts were known to specialists; biological articles had begun to appear in Japanese periodicals; beautifully illustrated books and magazines were issuing from Japanese publishing houses: but the West was still largely in ignorance or uncertainty. Some haste, moreover, was needed because the years o f many who had worked with the Emperor and whom one would wish to meet were lengthening; not a few had passed away. Friends, old and new, rallied to the cause and their long lives lit many passages of the Emperor. If this acknowledgement seems unduly protracted, it is because he strode into so many fields. The notebook was ever handy and a kindred feeling grew up for the naturalist who could discourse on the spot, wherever it might be, scientifically.
W e are deeply grateful to Their Imperial Majesties Emperor Akihito and Empress Michiko. The Palace gates were opened and every facility unostentatiously provided. Plans were discussed over an informal lunch at the Akasaka Palace and Their Majesties drove us to see the traces of the first Biological Laboratoiy. Our travel to and from Japan was handsomely provided by the Japan Society for the Promotion o f Science, through the courtesy of the Director General Dr Fuminori Sakai and his Executive Director Gakuji Shigeto. A dinner party, held at the Akasaka Kokusai Building by Dr Sakai, enabled us to meet senior scientists. The former executive of the Society, Masanori Hasegawa, guided us in Tokyo wherever the illiterate foreigner finds himself at a loss.
On arrival at the Biological Laboratory we were greeted by the Chamberlain Naoru Tanaka, by the former Grand Chamberlain Yoshihiro Tokugawa who had served the Imperial Household for 50 years, by the Master of Ceremonies Seiichi Nakamura both of whom I had met in 1983, by the Senior Staff member of the Biological Laboratory Bungo Kawamura, and by the veteran pteridologist Dr Hirosi Ito who was collaborating in the forthcoming flora of the Palace grounds. Our programme unfolded and, at the very outset, any fear at the daunting task was cordially allayed. M r Kawamura made every effort to ensure that nothing appertaining to the late Emperor, either in the Laboratory or in the Palace grounds, was overlooked. We listened eagerly to the reminiscences of the microscopist Tatsuya Shimizu and of the artist Mrs Hiroko Daba, both o f whom had worked many years with the late Emperor.
Three former presidents of the Mycological Society of Japan, Dr Yosio Kobayasi, Dr Yosio Otani and D r Rokuya Imazeki, broadened my scope with their wide experience. The Director of the Botanical Garden of Tokyo University, Dr Kunio Iwatzuki, led us in the pursuit o f Hirotaro Hattori and supplied copies of the obituary notices and a photograph, taken by Dr T. Murata, o f Hattori's portrait. At the International House of Japan, where we stayed, Hiroko Kako, who was assistant to the chairman, made possible our stay in Kyoto and Sapporo when hotels were fully booked in the summer season. The librarian, Tamiyo Togasaki, and her assistants led me by short-cuts in the large library o f the International House. Dato Yoshitomo Tokugawa D.K.(J.), C.B.E., the son of Yoshichika Tokugawa, extended to us his hospitality and invaluable advice; he introduced us to the author Yukio Togawa who recalled the days o f the Occupation of Singapore, which were by no means irrelevant to my appreciation of the late Emperor. The British Ambassador, Sir John Whitehead, K.C.M.G., C.V.O., calmed my apprehensions with his long experience in Japan. To the Asahi Publishing Company we owe an instructive afternoon concerning the works about the Showa Emperor. With Professor Motoo Kimura, of the National Institute of Genetics, we had a long and vivacious discussion on imperial biology. Even on our last day in Japan, news was still forthcoming. Mrs Mary Louise Robbins, of George Washington Medical School, arranged a luncheon for us to meet Dr Koichiro Nakamura of the Ocean Research Institute o f Tokyo University, who was the authority on Pycnogonida, and his wife Dr Reiko M. Nakamura o f the Division o f Immunology, National Institute of Health, Japan; for two hours the discourse was about sea-spiders.
At Hayama zoology was also the topic. The mayor, Yutaka Tanaka, arranged our visit to the Shio-sai Park, formerly part of the Imperial Estate, and its museum through which we were conducted by the director Numata Noriyuki. The museum displays vividly the marine biology o f Sagami Bay as discovered by the late Emperor, and has a room devoted to an exhibition of his collections. There we met Dr Michio Shigei, the authority on brachiopods and echinoderms, and his illustrious teacher Professor Takashi Fujii who, at the age of 82, was retired from the chair of embryology at Tokyo University. He recalled how he had lectured before the late Emperor and had enjoyed several interviews with him. At Yokosuka the former director of the City Museum, Dr Yata Haneda explained how the late Emperor had listened eagerly to the account of his researches on bioluminescence, and Dr Haneda recalled again those days o f the Occupation of Singapore.
For the journey of three days to Nasu we were accompanied by Dr Hideaki Ohba o f the Botanical Museum o f Tokyo University. There, the head of the Imperial Estate Office, Bunkichi Akimoto, and his assistant Mr Ohmori conducted us round the Imperial Villa and over parts o f the large estate. Dr Ohba took up our search for information about Hirotaro Hattori and, a few days before our departure from Japan, led us to meet Hattori's daughter-in-law Mrs Teruko Hattori.
Kyoto found us in the hands of old friends, Sawako Koriba and Dr Osamu Suzuka, both retired from the Nippon Shinyaku Pharmaceutical Company. Sawako's father, Professor Kwan Koriba, had been, among his many distinctions, the first director of the Kyoto Botanical Garden and had conducted the Crown Prince Hirohito on the occasion when he had opened the Garden in 1925 on behalf o f the Emperor Taisho; she produced an old photograph of the ceremony showing her father in morning dress leading the young Prince in military uniform. The present director of the Garden, Dr Kinichi Kobata, enabled me to fulfil a long standing ambition to visit the Kamo Shrine where the little aoi plant ( caulescens, Aristolochiaceae) is revered in the annual and very ancient Aoi Festival, said to be the oldest in Japan. This adoration strangely connects the Imperial line of Japan, which sends a Messenger to the Festival, with the lines of Matsudaira and Tokugawa. The aoi plant, long misconstrued as the hollyhock, was involved in the imperial revival of sumo, and the unsolved mysteiy is why this rather insignificant little plant became so elevated; history, back to the 6th century, fades into myth. At Kyoto we visited, also, the home of Dr Siro Kitamura, aged 82 years. He had worked many years with the late Emperor; in illustration he had prepared a feast of books, including a letter from Hirotaro Hattori. A surprise visit from Dr and Mrs Tsunuhide Shidei brought us information on the visits of the late Emperor and of the Crown Prince Akihito to the Monkey Park at Nagoya, o f which he had been the director. Among many other acts of kindness, Professor Kazumasa Yokoyama, the mycologist o f Shiga University, took us to Osaka to meet the president of the Hoikusha Publishing Company, Yuuki Imai, and the photographer Hitoshi Yokoi.
In Sapporo, the president of Hokkaido University, Dr Yoshio Ban, explained to us the part which his university had taken in the nomination of the late Emperor for Fellowship o f the Royal Society. I learnt from the professor of botany, Dr Tadao Yoshida, how the seaweeds collected by the late Emperor, had been identified; unfortunately this research has not been summarized in book-form. During our precarious residence in Sapporo with its summer multitude, we were entertained by an old friend Dr Toshio Ishikawa, Emeritus Professor of Geology, and his son and daughter-in-law. It was D r Ishikawa's uncle, Hidezo Tanakadate, who came to Singapore in 1942 and, having presented the late Emperor with a copy of Wayside trees o f Malaya, returned to announce that it was the only book that His Majesty had read in bed -a detail confirmed in 1983.
Anxious to learn more about the late Emperor's interest in sumo, my enquiries were rewarded by a photograph of the Emperor's Cup, given to me by the Japan Sumo Association through the hands of the chamberlain M r Naoru Tanaka The wedding of Chikahiro Hattori to Teruko in 1931 was attended by Yoshichika Tokugawa. The couple lived with Hirotaro Hattori in his house until his death. On 20 October 1961, he began to dictate to Teruko the life-story which he had intended to write. It was finished on 16 November with 35 pages of foolscap in manuscript, and it included the part that he had taken in leading the Showa Emperor into biology. Teruko's brother typed two copies. One, along with the original, many letters, notes and photographs, is retained by the family; the other was given to Dr Ohba for record in the Botanical Museum of Tokyo University; a third copy, made by Dr Ohba, is in my possession. We were the first strangers to be shown this history but Teruko's husband, who had been chairman of the board of directors of the Hattori Academy, decided on the death of the Showa Emperor that it was time to publish an extract for the benefit of posterity; it appeared, with a photograph of Teruko, in the magazine The Yomiuri. At the time of my visit, a severe illness had struck Chikahiro Hattori, at the age of 84, and we were unable to meet.
In summary, Hirotaro Hattori was, as Hiroko Daba said, tall, thin and severe, yet extraordinarily kind; an obituary adds fastidious. His motto had been 'The simple is the best'. When as usual, he came home late from his duties at the Palace, he supped and sat down to read studiously. He played several traditional Japanese instruments, especially the drum tsutsumi, on which he used to accompany the Empress Nagako. He was accomplished in yokyoku or Noh songs of the Kanze school. He was expert in fencing and the sword-play kendo which, as Temko remarked, assured him a strong arm in axing firewood for the family.
He was a heavy smoker of pipe and cigarettes, but a light drinker. Sometimes he was moved to laughter and joking, especially on the occasion of a public ceremony, for which he would compose a poem. If asked to identify a plant or animal, he seldom answered before he had consulted a book to make sure; inaccuracy was repugnant. His salary, or allowance, from the Imperial Household was meagre because he was regarded as a colleague rather than an employee, and he had private means inherited from his father, but the imperial pittance sufficed for his tobacco. None the less, his shirts wore thin and Temko had to mend them. A homely little scene comes to mind with the Emperor in old clothes, seated on the swivel-stool at his small table in the Biological Laboratory, stub of pencil in hand, in consultation with his director in a patched shirt; but he never spoke at home about his work with the Emperor. On retirement he was awarded the Second Order of the Sacred Treasure and, six months before he died, he was ranked in the Special Grade Shosammi of the Imperial Order.
The account of his instruction of Prince Hirohito begins at Gogakumonjo where he calls himself the 'director of natural history ', 1914-1919 . He taught botany, zoology, geology and m ineralogy. In biology, his was the established method which began, with micro-organisms and cell-structure, to build up to higher organisms when embryology and genetics were introduced. He did not use current textbooks but had his own lecture notes printed in four thick volumes to be distributed among the staff and pupils of the Learning Institute. On discovering the naturalist in the young Prince, he urged him to collect everything, methodically and with precise field-notes. For the final analysis of the vast accumulation, many experts were called in and some 200 preliminary articles published before the final works were issued by the Imperial Household.
Concerning the construction of the first Biological Laboratory there are some particular reminiscences. On the return of Prince Hirohito from Europe in 1921, the private secretary Masanzo Suchia called on Hattori at his house to ask him to establish a biological laboratory in the grounds of the Akasaka Palace. Merely a week was allowed to draw up plans and propose the administration; according to his precept it was to be simple. Then the Kanto earthquake, which levelled much of Tokyo and Yokohama, put an end to the project. In that disaster Hattori lost through fire his house, furniture, library and all the materials that he had collected during his year abroad (Seno 1966) . The undertaking was resumed in the spring of 1925 when the private secretary Tamemori Irie (father of Sukemasa Irie) summoned Hattori to the Akasaka Palace and asked him urgently to prepare new plans. After consultation with the Crown Prince, the small building of some 40 m2 was constructed and fitted with the simplest equipment. It served until 1928 when the second Laboratory was built at the Imperial Palace. In 1950, the Emperor gave Hattori the poem which breathes the hope that West and East may become brothers. In 1960 Hattori offered his retirement, which the Emperor did not accept.
An oil painting in the office of the Botanical Garden of Tokyo University shows the head and shoulders of young Hattori; the sharp features and thick black hair, parted on the left, emphasize the intent eyes which search the onlooker. There is a story that his custom was to visit a select barber for the hair-cut. The shop came to lie in the zone of occupation by the American Forces and, though the barber was allowed to continue his trade, access was denied Hattori. In frustration or grief and to the sorrow of his admirers, he cut his silvery hair very short, as shown in his photo at 80 years of age in Emoto ' s obituary notice; it became another duty of Teruko to ensure the tonsure but, as she remarked, his hair grew very thin. There is, also, a bronze bust of Hattori in middle years at the Hattori Academy and Seno supplies a photograph of him seated at his desk.
Hirotaro Hattori devoted the greater part of his life, perhaps also of his fortune, to fulfilling in the words of the former Grand Chamberlain Yoshihiro Tokugawa 'His Majesty's wish to promote harmony in human relations and balance in the world of nature. I think that both are the two most important tasks given to the human race'.
Publications issued from the Biological Laboratory of the Imperial Household, Tokyo: .
Publications by the Showa Emperor (under the name Hirohito). 
The hydroids o f S a g a m i B a y collected by His Majesty the Emperor o f Japan,

